January 19, 2010

Tuesday Morning Update from Haiti!

We apologize that the Subject line of our previous email said "Saturday" Morning Update..It was supposed to say
Tuesday Morning Update.....as you can see our days are all mixed up from lack of sleep and trying to keep up with
all of the beautiful emails and support we have been recieving from all of our wonderful supporters!!! Thank you
so much for having patience with us! We love each and everyone of you and appreciate your prayers!
In Gressier not far from us 2 cement homes collapsed yesterday from aftershocks killing 12 more people.
On Sunday in Neply 100 people accepted Christ and in we had Ti-Brache 22 converts!!
I don`t have reports on the other churches right now!
We found more food!!
We were able to get on credit 7000 pounds of rice from one place, 8000 from another and 3000 pounds of
cornmeal plus cases of oil for cooking. We have a very good reputation in Haiti so we are getting our food
supplies on credit from people and we can pay back later they said once the banks are up and running!

Everyone...........not just church members............but everyone in Neply, Ti-Brache and Rum Village received food
plus church members in Marianni and the orphanage and many in Santo as well!!
In Santo Pastor Osnel took the large awning from the destroyed Trade School and built a shelter for his extended
family and orphanage children. That awning made a beautiful little shelter for them and they are all doing well!!
Pastor Osnel seems amazingly strong emotionally.........we feel he is probably like the rest of us who just have NO
TIME to grieve right now because we are too busy scurrying to find help for others!
Today Pastor Antoine and our workers passed out water to people who have no water in some nearby villages.
Our people are surviving and are taking one day at a time!!
In the area of Leogane where we are located.............CNN reported that 90% of the buildings are destroyed!!
I would like to thank all of you for the unity you show in doing your part to help us rescue these people! Donations
continue to come in and we currently have no time for personal thank-you`s but PLEASE know how much we
love and appreciate each and every one of YOU!!!
My heart is overwhelmed by the Compassion you are showing to the people of Haiti!!!
Joy Jones (Madame Jwa)

